
More than once in our conversations over the last few weeks, as Lani prepared for death
with as much consciousness, grace, patience and persistence as anyone I’ve ever seen, she
casually compared the preparations at hand with those for a wedding.

I couldn’t help but take note of that, and feel it indicated a very deep truth.

The Sufis use the same image, I told her - that death is a wedding, where the soul can finally
be united with the beloved.

A Jew by choice, a former Benedictine oblate, a Dutch ethno-Mennonite, an inheritor of
indigenous Sami ways of relating to the world that is, a student of Buddhism, of native
American spiritualities and of much more besides, Lani was nothing if not in love with the
ultimate and its living, breathing, loving, responsive thumbprint in this dimension.

God - whom she described as being the dance between “an originating energy, the
unpronounceable letters, and the loving expression of that, the Shechina” - was a beloved
whom over these past seven and a half decades Lani gradually came to seek and know with
suffusing depth. It is to her beloved that she now returns.

This wandering in the ways of God, a path laid at her feet by a combination of intuition,
tragedy and practised awareness, was an organic unfolding, and never appropriative. “I’ve
coursed through many traditions,” she told me, “Just going through each door as it opens.
Never looking for anything. I’ve never looked, just listened.”

“I’m an organic contemplative,” she adds. “I see the silence in everything. Including you. It’s
a mode.”

This approach, both integrated and ecumenical, was a product of her curiosity and her
aptitude at savouring life, but it was also, as she consciously understood and explained, part
of her deep psychological need to respond to the traumas of her childhood.

“I’m a classic survivor,” she explained. “That means those who are able by any means to
functionalise the trauma.”
“God made me curious. I’m curious to want to know what that trauma meant. What can I do
with this?”

Because Lani’s life was, in fact, nothing if not traumatic, a tale marked over and over again
by betrayal and by loss.

Some of you may know some of her story, and some may know none of the most painful
parts, but I will share some aspects with you now. I asked her before she died if there was
anything from her life’s story she would prefer I not share, and she told me it was all
available for discussion.
I share some of her story now - and I warn you, some of it is disturbing - because Lani was a
person of truth, and a person without pretence, who would not wish the truth to be hidden;
but also because the remarkable spiritual lessons of her life cannot be fully seen, I believe,
without an understanding of the context of their development.
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Lani was born in 1944, and her father, who struggled with severe untreated mental illness,
resented this to a pathological degree because she had been conceived without his consent
and against his explicit desires. Although her parents had married - against the wishes of
both families - two years prior, Lloyd, Lani’s father, had been sent to Midshipmans Academy
as part of the US Navy Reserve and he and her mother Hannah did not live together until
1946. Their child was apparently conceived during a conjugal visit Hannah made to Lloyd
while at the Academy in 1943, at which point Lloyd’s mental and physical health were
already weak.

By the time he was discharged in 1946, his untreated mental illness had been severely
exacerbated by his experiences in the Pacific during WWII, where he had suffered a
catastrophic break on the third day of bombardment at the battle of Okinawa. This led to
medical evacuation from onboard ship followed by periods spent in US Navy psychiatric
units, first on Hawaii and then, after being deemed well enough to travel, in Washington
state.

By the time the Navy discharged him in 1946 - deemed unfit to serve and stripped of his
commission, his pension and his access to care - Lani was one and a half years old. Her
mother felt duty bound to accept Lloyd into the home they had never shared, and shouldered
the burden of his care without support or training. Her guilt at having contributed to his
troubling circumstances seemingly made her willing to endure the decades of extreme
violence and abuse that followed.

For Lloyd, the traumatised sailor, was unremittingly emotionally and physically violent
towards both Lani and her mother, whom he attempted to murder on several occasions. He
eventually moved the family out of the town precinct so that she would not be able to call
neighbours for help.

Lani he consistently told that she ought to be dead, that her death would be the best thing for
the family, that she was not really his child, and that she was an object, like a shoe or a coat,
to be used by him. Her two siblings, 8 and 10 years younger, he treated as his children, but
Lani was categorically rejected, and all struggle and strife in the home was designated as
being of her making. This was the family mythos, as she said, and she accepted it - in part to
protect her younger sister and brother.

Astonishingly, Lani forgave her parents for their violence and cruelty, exercising her
extraordinary compassion to see the root causes in their own suffering and neglect.

Of her mother she wrote, “She was a forced witness to my abuse as a child and an
accomplice later in the financial and moral abuse I suffered in adulthood. She could not
protect me. I understood and did not blame her. Her guilt was fathomless. She carried that
guilt to her grave.  She had earned her guilt.  I forgave her.
My relationship with Hannah was unusual for a mother and daughter. I often played the role
of adult, family factotum, and consoler while dancing in and out of the role of dependent
child. It was a complicated relationship. We, from my perspective, had a remarkably
positive and friendly relationship, given the circumstances. I remained her confidante and
she continued to tell me of Lloyd’s attempts on her life until 1983 when she ended our
relationship.
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My message to her when she finally, in her guilt and shame, broke with me telling me she
would not speak to me again and that she would take [my daughter] from me, was that I
forgave her, I did not judge her, I did not blame her.

She did all those to herself.”

The day after Lani graduated high school, she left home permanently, making her way first
to the University of Washington and then to San Francisco, where she began studying and
working in art history. Here, she told me, her friendship group was mainly within the African
American community. Coming from a rural ethno-Menno background, she was no more at
home in the white mainstream than were they, and preferred the company of these other
strangers in their own land.

It was also in the Bay Area, in 1965, that she reconnected with Keith Abbott, a friend whom
she had known in adolescence. What began as a casual weekend visit quickly became a life
partnership and a marriage lasting over 50 years. Reconnecting at the age of 21, the two
were married at 22 and had their daughter Persephone at 23.

They left the Bay Area, which had become filled with violent protests for a time - so stressful
for Keith that he never knew when he left the house whether he would end it in jail, the
hospital, a morgue or back home - moving with their young daughter to Church Streaton,
Shropshire, England for two years. This was one of the happiest periods of Lani’s life, one
she remembered with great joy, and there the family thrived.

After returning to the US so that Keith could complete his masters degree at the University of
WA, they moved back to Berkeley, where Lani began a career in costume and design for
theatre. She enjoyed this work, which she pursued for about a decade - considered a long
haul in that industry - but decided to give it up when Persephone left home, so as to be able
to re-invest her energy into her marriage with Keith after two decades of parenting.

She had already made the decision, motivated by the ethics of her Mennonite upbringing,
that she would not work for the sake of money, but only for the sake of work in itself worth
doing. From 1986-94 she did decide to return to employment, applying herself to work she
felt was worth doing, and became an administrator for the California School of Professional
Psychology, where she rose to considerable seniority and responsibility.

This position she also resigned, however. Having been diagnosed with cancer in 1991,
debilitating chemotherapy treatment had made working impossible, and then in 1994 she
and Keith moved here to Longmont so Keith could accept the full-time position he was
offered at Naropa University.

Although neither wanted to leave California, Lani ultimately evaluated this move a positive
one as it was so transformative for Keith - both because it enabled him to become a student
of Kobun Roshi, his most important spiritual teacher, and because, said Lani, he came to
truly care about his own students, and this emotional connection allowed him in turn to
mature.

By the time Lani moved to Colorado, a decade had passed since her mother had cut off
contact with her. More than this, Hannah had also done her very best to woo Persephone
into that family’s narrative and framework, and in turn to shun her own parents, Keith and
Lani.
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In retrospect, Lani said, she might have chosen not to expose Persephone to her family of
origin; but at the time she believed her daughter had the right to benefit from relationships
with her grandparents, as she, Lani, had benefited from relationships with hers. Further, she
told me, until she was in her late 30s, she had no sense of quite how pathological her own
experience during her childhood and adolescence had been. Ultimately, these pathological
conditions were enough to turn Persephone from her parents, and their estrangement
continued for the rest of Keith and Lani’s lives.

But despite having endured so much suffering and loss - of her relationships with her
parents, her two siblings, her daughter, two careers, and the health of her body - Lani’s spirit
was as bright and alive as ever.

As Keith became more and more involved in Zen Buddhism, Lani decided to take a class to
be able to understand at least some of his spiritual journey. It was at this class that she met
her friend Bob Shaw, who was himself an oblate novice at the Abbey of St Walburga and
who told her about the novitiate, in which she enrolled - as a last student of Mother
Maria-Thomas Beil - in 2002. In 2004 she made oblation as a Benedictine Oblate, a spiritual
path of great contemplative profundity that she followed until 2016.

In 2013, however, she discovered that her mother’s mother’s mother had likely been born
Jewish, and married into the Dutch Ethno-Mennonite community. In search of more
information with which to contextualise her ancestors, Lani reached out to rabbinic pastor
Patrice Spitz and the two met and talked at Nevei Kodesh. Although she had not intended to
put herself on a path towards conversion, when she heard prayer in Hebrew, and when she
saw the hanging depicting God as the 10 sefirot hanging in the Sanctuary, she said she felt
her heart open, tears arising and that something begin to shift - and with it “the clearing away
of the rubble I didn’t need.”

It was at roughly this time that she had received a diagnosis of metastasized stage 4 cancer,
so Lani’s assumption was that her journey into Judaism would be very directly and
completely linked with her journey towards end of life.

Although this may be accurate, it took place over a much longer time span than anyone
anticipated. “I’m medically dead!” she told me a week or two ago with her characteristic
chuckle. “I’ve been statistically dead for years!”

And so Lani’s journey into reclaiming her ancestral Judaism allowed her not only to convert
and to die as a Jew, as she wished and intended, but to live for her last several years as one
as well.

During these past several years, she became a staple of more Jewish community than one -
especially since the beginning of the pandemic becoming involved with havurat Shir Hadash
in Ashland Oregon as well as with the Boulder JCC’s daily weekday meditation group.

During these past few years she was also able to complete her responsibility as a partner
and spouse, caring for her husband Keith as his mind and body were gradually claimed by
dementia, tending him with devotion and respect until his death almost two years ago.
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Ketih had in his career attained some significance as an author, a teacher, and later in life an
exponent of Zen brushwork. His archives are now kept at the University of WA, Bellingham,
and it was in service to this that Lani made the decision, a few weeks ago, to read her
husband’s journals in order to evaluate whether to send them to the archive.

Here she made the horrifying discovery that her husband of 54 years, the partner with whom
she had travelled through life, had not only been repeatedly and routinely unfaithful to her,
but had written about her in his diaries in tones of denigration and contempt.

With only weeks of life remaining in which to metabolise this new information, Lani was
faced with an extraordinary spiritual choice.

She chose the path of forgiveness, and release.

She chose the path of understanding and compassion, deepening and recognising where
she had been unable to meet Keith as a partner.

She chose the path of reconciliation, receiving in their fullness the gestures he had made
towards apology - some during the very final stages of his life - and recommitment, such as
the rather soppy Valentine’s Day card with kittens on it in which he had scrawled his
affirmation that he’d want to go through life with her all over again if he had the chance.

She chose the path of enlightenment, seeing in this last great betrayal a perversely blessed
opportunity to begin to practice the non-attachment that would soon be offered by death, to
let go of ego and instead embrace truth.

Ultimately, as she had been practising for so many years, she chose the path of love. She
told me, illuminated, that the rude awakening afforded by reading the journals had revealed
to her what she never suspected: that she loved Keith not because he loved her, but
because she was herself a generator of love, a conduit of the universe’s love itself.

This last great discovery of betrayal seemed to allow this peculiar freedom - a sense that, as
she told me, without triumph or self-pity, she had collected the whole set: betrayal by mother
and by father; betrayal by sister and by brother; betrayal by daughter and now by spouse.

As the psalms which she love so much remind us,
‘Don’t put your trust in mortals. The breath departs from them and they return to dust. Put
your trust instead in the Great Lover, the one who loves and will always love.’

It was to that love to which she did ultimately return. As she put it, in our final conversation
“Love has been the lesson of my life. The arc of my life has been learning love.”

“My life is about the matrix of love.”

“From being a child not meant to be loved, to who I am now - where I couldn’t ask for more.”

“I have chosen family. Unlike Keith, I am not alone.”

“Time has passed. Life unfolds. We change. Channels appear where there were none.
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Channels that were open close. Love continues because love is how we survive. And we
have survived.”

Compassion cancels the harshest of circumstances, she knew with surpassing depth.

“I survived by loving,” she said.

“I’ll be ferocious about it. I WILL love. I’ll not allow anybody else to take my joy. That’s how

we survive. I believe that.

We wrestle and dance - that’s how we keep the joy going. We’ve got to wrestle. It’s so far

from my Lutheran beginnings, with its posture of submission.”

And that joy she did keep, with her fierce and loving wrestling with life, even as she entered

the final days and weeks of this incarnation. From indulging in several ‘last suppers’ of

Doritos and pie through to the incandescent awareness she maintained for the majesty of a

tree in bloom, or her delight in the colour of her study wall, and her delight in what was

hanging there, Lani died filled to the brim with love for life, a love which she had allowed to

crack her open so wide she could bear the fruits of spirit. “If anything, I feel as vital as I ever

have, in the act of dying. I’m hoping I have the sense to kiss my body goodbye.”

Until her very final morning in this life, she returned again and again, with a little fascination, I

thought, to Reb Zalman’s translation of the gratitude prayer of awakening, which says

‘One day you will take my soul from me, and resuscitate me to the life of the spirit.’

“‘Resuscitate me to the life of the spirit’” she said - “what that means I don’t know, but I’m

about to find out.”

As Lani finds out what it is to be resuscitated to the life of the spirit, we her chosen family,

her mourners, convey her body to rest casket-less, wrapped in her purple tallit, into the

ground, and be resuscitated to the life of the ecosystem.

As we prepare to do so, I’ll share with you a poem by DH Lawrence named Terra Incognita -

unknown territory. I feel this speaks to that vast mystery which Lani, eyes twinkling and smile

ready, reached out to grasp with both her hands.

Terra Incognita

By D. H. Lawrence

There are vast realms of consciousness still undreamed of
vast ranges of experience, like the humming of unseen harps,
we know nothing of, within us.
Oh when man has escaped from the barbed-wire entanglement
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of his own ideas and his own mechanical devices
there is a marvelous rich world of contact and sheer fluid beauty
and fearless face-to-face awareness of now-naked life
and me, and you, and other men and women
and grapes, and ghouls, and ghosts and green moonlight
and ruddy-orange limbs stirring the limbo
of the unknown air, and eyes so soft
softer than the space between the stars.
And all things, and nothing, and being and not-being
alternately palpitate,
when at last we escape the barbed-wire enclosure
of Know-Thyself, knowing we can never know,
we can but touch, and wonder, and ponder, and make our effort
and dangle in a last fastidious fine delight
as the fuchsia does, dangling her reckless drop
of purple after so much putting forth
and slow mounting marvel of a little tree.
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